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Abstract
Data analytics applications are increasingly leveraging

serverless execution environments for their ease-of-use and
pay-as-you-go billing. Increasingly, such applications are
composed of multiple functions arranged in some workflow.
However, the current approach of exchanging intermediate
(ephemeral) data between functions through remote storage
(such as S3) introduces significant performance overhead.
We show that there are three alternative data-passing meth-
ods, which we call VM-Storage, Direct-Passing, and state-of-
practice Remote-Storage. Crucially, we show that no single
data-passing method prevails under all scenarios and the op-
timal choice depends on dynamic factors such as the size
of input data, the size of intermediate data, the application’s
degree of parallelism, and network bandwidth. We propose
SONIC, a data-passing manager that optimizes application per-
formance and cost, by transparently selecting the optimal data-
passing method for each edge of a serverless workflow DAG
and implementing communication-aware function placement.
SONIC monitors application parameters and uses simple re-
gression models to adapt its hybrid data passing accordingly.
We integrate SONIC with OpenLambda and evaluate the sys-
tem on Amazon EC2 with three analytics applications, popu-
lar in the serverless environment. SONIC provides lower la-
tency (raw performance) and higher performance/$ across di-
verse conditions, compared to four different baselines: SAND
[UsenixATC-18], Vanilla OpenLambda [HotCloud-16], Open-
Lambda integrated with Pocket [OSDI-18], and AWS Lambda
(state of practice).

1 Introduction
Serverless computing platforms provide on-demand scala-

bility and fine-grained allocation of resources. In this comput-
ing model, the cloud provider runs the servers and manages
all the administrative tasks (e.g., scaling, capacity planning,
etc.), while users focus on their application logic. Due to
its significant advantages, serverless computing is becoming
increasingly popular for complex workflows such as data pro-
cessing pipelines [40,56], machine learning pipelines [14,59],

and video analytics [6,27]. Accordingly, major cloud comput-
ing providers recently introduced their serverless workflow
services such as AWS Step Functions [5], Azure Durable
Functions [48], and Google Cloud Composer [29], which
provide easier design and orchestration for serverless work-
flow applications. Serverless workflows are composed of a
sequence of execution stages, which can be represented as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [21, 56]. DAG nodes corre-
spond to serverless functions (or λs1) and edges represent the
flow of data between dependent λs (e.g., our video analytics
application DAG is shown in Fig. 1).

Exchanging intermediate data between serverless functions
has been identified as a major challenge in serverless work-
flows [39, 41, 50]. The reason is that, by design, IP addresses
and port numbers of individual λs are not exposed to users,
making direct point-to-point communication difficult. More-
over, serverless platforms provide no guarantees for the over-
lap in time between the executions of the parent (sending) and
child (receiving) functions. Hence, the state-of-practice tech-
nique for data passing between serverless functions is saving
and loading data through remote storage (e.g., S3). Although
passing intermediate data through remote storage has the ben-
efit that it makes for a clear separation between compute and
storage resources, it adds significant performance overheads,
especially for data-intensive applications [50]. For example,
Pu et al. [56] show that running the CloudSort benchmark
with 100TB of data on AWS Lambda with S3 remote stor-
age, can be up to 500× slower than running on a cluster of
VMs. Our own experiment with a machine learning pipeline
that has a simple linear workflow shows that passing data
through remote storage takes over 75% of the execution time
(Fig. 2, fanout = 1). Previous approaches target reducing this
overhead, either by replacing disk-based storage (e.g., S3) by
memory-based storage (e.g., ElastiCache Redis), or by com-
bining different storage media (e.g., DRAM, SSD, NVMe)
to match application needs [15, 42, 56]. However, these ap-
proaches still require passing the data over the network mul-

1For simplicity, we denote a serverless function as lambda or λ.
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Figure 1: DAG overview (DAG definition provided by the user and our
profiled DAG parameters) for Video Analytics application.

tiple times, adding significant latency to the job’s execution
time. Moreover, in-memory storage services are much more
expensive than disk-based storage (e.g., ElastiCache Redis
costs 700x compared to S3 per unit data volume [56]).

In our work, we show that the cloud provider can imple-
ment communication-aware placement of lambdas by opti-
mizing data exchange between chained functions in DAGs.
For instance, the cloud provider can leverage data locality by
scheduling the sending and receiving functions on the same
VM, while preserving local disk state between the two invo-
cations. This data-passing mechanism, which we refer to as
VM-Storage, minimizes data exchange latency but imposes
constraints on where the lambdas can be scheduled. Alter-
nately, the cloud provider can enable data exchange between
functions on different VMs by directly copying intermediate
data between the VMs that host the sending and receiving
lambdas. This data-passing mechanism, which we refer to
as Direct-Passing, requires copying intermediate data ele-
ments once, serving as a middleground between VM-Storage
(which requires no data copying) and Remote Storage (which
requires two copies of the data). Each data-passing mecha-
nism provides a trade-off between latency, cost, scalability,
and scheduling flexibility. Crucially, no single mechanism
prevails across all serverless applications with different data
dependencies. For example, while Direct-Passing does not
impose strict scheduling constraints, scalability can become
an issue when a large number of receiving functions copy data
simultaneously saturating the VM’s outgoing network band-
width. Hence, we need a hybrid, fine-grained data-passing
approach that optimizes the data-passing for every edge of
the application DAG.
Our solution: We propose SONIC, a unified API and the
system for inter-lambda data exchange, which adopts a hybrid
approach of the three data-passing methods (VM-Storage,
Direct-Passing and Remote-Storage) to optimize application
performance and cost. SONIC decides the best data-passing
method for every edge in the application DAG to minimize
data-passing latency and cost. We show that this selection
can be impacted by several parameters such as the size of
input, the application’s degree of parallelism, and VM network

Figure 2: Execution time comparison with Remote-Storage, VM-Storage,
and Direct-Passing for the LightGBM application with Fanout = 1, 3, 12.

The best data-passing method differs in every case.

bandwidth. SONIC adapts its decision dynamically to changes
in these parameters in an application-specific manner. The
workflow of SONIC is shown in Fig. 3.

We note that a locally optimized data-passing decision for
a given stage can become sub-optimal for the entire DAG. As
an example, placing two functions together in the same VM
and using VM-Storage will reduce the data passing time be-
tween these two stages but if the second function generates a
large volume of intermediate data then the cost of transporting
that data to a different VM may be high. Therefore, SONIC de-
velops a Viterbi-based algorithm to avoid greedy data-passing
decisions and provide optimized latency and cost across the
entire DAG. SONIC abstracts its hybrid data-passing selec-
tion and provides the user with a simple file-based API. With
SONIC ’s API, users always read and write data as files to
storage that appear local to the user. SONIC is designed to be
integrated with a cluster resource manager (e.g., Protean [34])
that assigns VM requests to the physical hardware and op-
timizes provider-centric metrics such as resource utilization
and load balancing (Fig 4).

As our approach requires integration with a serverless plat-
form (and commercial platforms do not allow for such im-
plementation), we integrate SONIC with OpenLambda [36].
We compare SONIC ’s performance using three popular ana-
lytics applications to several baselines: AWS-Lambda, with
S3 and ElastiCache-Redis (which can be taken to represent
state-of-the-practice); SAND [2]; and OpenLambda with S3
and Pocket [42]. Our evaluation shows that SONIC outper-
forms all baselines. SONIC achieves between 34% to 158%
higher performance/$ (here performance is the inverse of
latency) over OpenLambda+S3, between 59% to 2.3X over
OpenLambda+Pocket, and between 1.9X to 5.6X over SAND,
a serverless platform that leverages data locality to minimize
execution time.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We analyze the trade-offs of three different intermediate
data-passing methods (Fig. 5) in serverless workflows and
show that no single method prevails under all conditions in
both latency and cost. This motivates the need for our hybrid
and dynamic approach.
(2) We propose SONIC, which provides selection of optimized
data-passing methods between any two serverless functions
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Figure 3: Workflow of SONIC: Users provide a DAG definition and input data files for profiling. SONIC’s online
profiler executes the DAG and generates regression models that map the input size to the DAG’s parameters.

For every new input, the online manager uses the regression models to identify the best placement for every λ

and best data-passing method for every pair of sending\receiving λs in the DAG to optimize the end-to-end
latency and cost.

Figure 4: SONIC’s interaction with an
existing Resource Manager in the system.
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Figure 5: The three data-passing options between two lambdas (λ1 and
λ2). VM-Storage forces λ2 to run on the same VM as λ1 and avoids

copying data. Direct-Passing stores the output file of λ1 in the source
VM’s storage, and then copies the file directly to the receiving VM’s

storage. Remote-Storage uploads and downloads data through a
remote-storage (e.g., S3).

in a serverless workflow. SONIC adapts its decisions dynami-
cally to changes in the input, degree of parallelism, etc.
(3) We evaluate SONIC’s sensitivity to serverless-specific chal-
lenges such as the cold-start problem, lack of point-to-point
communication, and provider’s desired operating point of not
using the input data’s content for any decision. SONIC shows
its benefit over all baselines with three distinct popular server-
less applications, with different input sizes and user-specified
parameters.

2 Rationale and Overview
Here we discuss in detail the trade-offs of the three data

passing methods used by SONIC (Fig. 5), and hence motivate
our hybrid and dynamic approach.

2.1 Data-passing Methods
SONIC chooses from among three data-passing options

shown in Fig. 5 for each edge in the application DAG.
VM-Storage: This method minimizes latency by leveraging
data locality, which is achieved by preserving the local state
of the sending λ and scheduling the receiving λ(s) to execute
on the same VM with the preserved state. However, when
the sending VM’s memory cannot fit all receiving λ(s), this
method forces the scheduler to run the receiving λs serially,
either individually or in batches. This sacrifices parallelism
in favor of data locality. Also notice that data locality is in-
feasible if the memory requirement of a single receiving λ

exceeds the sending VM’s capacity, or when the receiving λ

collects data from multiple sending λs running on different
VMs. Moreover, this data-passing method may not be pre-
ferred by the resource manager in high load scenarios, where
spreading the receiving functions over many servers is needed

to avoid hot-spots and achieve better load balancing.
Direct-Passing: This data passing method saves the output
of the sending λ on its VM storage and sends the λ’s access
information (IP address and File Path) to SONIC’s metadata
manager. When one of the receiving λs is scheduled to exe-
cute, the metadata manager uses the saved access information
to copy the data file directly to the destination VM with the
receiving λ. Direct-Passing allows higher degrees of paral-
lelism and poses no restrictions on λ placements compared to
VM-Storage, while it copies the data over the network directly
between source and destination VMs.
Remote-Storage: This data passing method is the state-of-
practice in commercial serverless platforms. This is also the
model that is optimized in several recent papers [15, 42, 56].
Uploading output files to a remote storage system and down-
loading them at destination λ(s) provides high scalability with
no restrictions on λ placements. It also has the advantage of al-
most flat data-passing time with increasing fanout degrees as
shown in Fig. 6 due to the highly over-provisioned bandwidth
of the storage layer. The disadvantage of Remote-Storage is
having two serial data copies in the critical path — one from
the source lambda to the remote storage and one from the
remote storage to the destination lambda (copies to multiple
destinations occur in parallel)

2.2 Dynamic Data-Passing Method Selection
The optimal choice of data-passing method for a job de-

pends on the DAG’s parameters, which can vary due to dy-
namic conditions such as the input size, changes in network
bandwidth, or changes in user-specified parameters (e.g., de-
gree of parallelism). To demonstrate these trade-offs, we run
the LightGBM application (application details are given in
§5.3) with varying degrees of fanout and find that VM-Storage
achieves optimal end-to-end execution time when the fanout
is low (Fig. 2). However, when the maximum degree of par-
allelism across all stages is three, VM-Storage requires ex-
ecuting functions serially to fit on the same VM, making
Direct-Passing superior. With a sufficiently high fanout, the
sending VM faces a network bottleneck, making Remote-
Storage the optimal data passing mechanism. Hence, no single
data-passing method prevails under all conditions.

SONIC prefers the VM-Storage method in cases where the
receiving λ(s) can be scheduled on the same VM as the send-
ing λ while executing in parallel. However, in cases where
VM-Storage is infeasible or sacrifices parallelism, SONIC se-
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Figure 6: Comparison between Remote-Storage and Direct-Passing for LightGBM workload with varying fanout degrees. Typically, beyond a certain
fanout, Remote has lower execution time than Direct-Passing. A more well-provisioned VM (m5.xlarge) will shift the crossover point to the right.

lects between Direct-Passing or Remote-Storage methods.
This selection depends on two factors: (1) VM’s network
bandwidth (2) the fanout (i.e., parallelism) type and degree.
To understand how these two parameters impact the selection
between Direct-Passing and Remote-Storage, we show an
experiment on the LightGBM application, which has a Broad-
cast Fanout stage (identical data from the sending λ is sent
to all the receiving λs). We vary the fanout degree (K) while
using different VM types with varying network bandwidths in
Fig. 6. With low degrees of parallelism (i.e., low values of K),
Direct-Passing achieves lower latency than Remote-Storage.
This is because copying the data directly across the two VMs
is faster than copying the data twice over the network, to and
from the remote storage. However, with increasing values of
K, Direct-Passing suffers from the limited network bandwidth
of the VM of the sending λ, which becomes the bottleneck
as it tries to copy the intermediate data to K VMs simultane-
ously2. In contrast, Remote-Storage can provide faster data-
passing in this case, since the sending λ saves its output file
once to the remote storage and then every receiving λ down-
loads that file simultaneously. Thus, Remote-Storage provides
better scalability over Direct-Passing in cases of large fanout
degrees. The cross-over point shifts to the right as we go to
more well-resourced VMs, from a network bandwidth stand-
point (m5.xlarge > m5.large > t2.large). From this example,
we see that selecting the best data-passing method depends
on the VM’s network bandwidth and DAG parameters.

We identify a number of trade-offs to be considered when
performing this optimization. First, a trade-off between data
locality and parallelism arises when the available VM’s com-
pute and memory capacities are not sufficient to execute all
receiving λ(s) in parallel. This preference of data locality
over parallelism can be beneficial for lightweight functions
communicating large volumes of data, while it can be harm-
ful for compute-heavy functions with small volumes of data.
Second, executing functions serially has the benefit of avoid-
ing cold-start executions, which can significantly increase
the execution time for functions that need to fetch many de-
pendencies before execution [62]. Finally, we differentiate
between two types of fanout stages: Scatter and Broadcast,
depending on whether the output data is split equally among
all outgoing edges (Scatter) or the same data is sent on all

2Some broadcast tree-based protocols like [8,22] may enable higher scalabil-
ity for Direct-Passing but eventually it will run into this bottleneck. Further,
these solutions do not support Scatter Fanout.

outgoing edges (Broadcast). With Scatter fanout, the inter-
mediate data volume being sent is constant with the fanout
degree while with Broadcast fanout, the intermediate data
volume being sent increases linearly with the fanout degree.
The optimal data-passing method also depends on the type of
fanout and thus we cover both in our evaluation applications
— Video Analytics and MapReduce Sort for scatter fanout and
LightGBM for broadcast fanout.

3 Design
In § 3.1, we provide an overview of SONIC’s usage model.

§ 3.2 describes SONIC’s online profiling. § 3.3 discusses how
SONIC estimates a job’s execution time for different input
data sizes. § 3.4 shows how SONIC selects globally optimized
data-passing decisions. Finally, § 3.5 highlights further design
considerations.

3.1 Usage Model
Developers: SONIC serves as a data-exchange management
layer that is deployed and managed by the cloud (FaaS)
provider. As shown in Fig. 3, users provide SONIC with an
application represented as a DAG. We assume users would
execute these application-specific DAG definitions multiple
times with potentially different input data. Each such execu-
tion instance is referred to as a job. Our approach does not
require the FaaS provider to have access to the source code for
the serverless functions or hints about the resource utilization
of these functions. The DAG definition from the user includes:
(1) executable for every λ; (2) dependency between the λs; (3)
fanout type in every stage (i.e., single, scatter, or broadcast).
Users can also provide an upper limit on the execution time
or $ budget for a single job or a batch of jobs. Notice, SONIC
does not require users to specify the memory requirements for
the functions in the DAG (this is a well-known pain point for
users of serverless frameworks [25, 58, 61]). This is because
SONIC predicts the memory footprint for every function, us-
ing our simple regression modeling (§ 3.2) and selects the
right host VM size accordingly.
Resource Manager: SONIC’s target is to minimize com-
munication latency and cost, which are user-centric met-
rics. However, optimizing provider-centric metrics (e.g., load-
balancing, resource utilization, and fairness) is also impor-
tant. Fortunately, many resource management systems such
as Graphene [30], Protean [34], AlloX [43] and DRF [28]
are designed to optimize provider-centric metrics efficiently,
while respecting the dependencies between the functions (i.e.,
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parent-child execution order). Hence, SONIC is designed to
integrate with a system from this category (which we refer to
as Resource Manager), as shown in Figure 4. First, the user
triggers the execution of the DAG with a new input. Second,
SONIC uses the input size information to predict the memory
footprints, execution times, and intermediate-data sizes for
the DAG, which are key DAG parameters in selecting the best
VM size for every function and the best data-passing method
for every edge in the DAG. Finally, the Resource Manager
uses SONIC’s hints and decides which VMs to allocate on
the available physical machines, and responds to SONIC with
the final placement information, i.e., which functions go on
which VMs. The Resource Manager may override SONIC’s
hint to use VM-Storage because the scheduling constraint that
it imposes may be unacceptable to the manager. Therefore, for
that selection, SONIC always proposes the second-best option.
We show in the Supplement (§ 8.6.1) that such override does
not hurt SONIC’s gain significantly.
Data-passing Interface: SONIC abstracts the selection of
data-passing methods from users who do not need to write any
special code to benefit from the optimal selection. λ functions
write intermediate data to files using a standard file API (read
and write), like writing to local storage. All λs within a job
share a file namespace and if an application DAG has an edge
λs→ λr, SONIC ensures that λr reads from the same file path
that λs wrote to. It also ensures that all of a λr’s input files are
present in its local storage before it starts execution.

3.2 Online Profiling and Model Training
SONIC profiles jobs online in order to understand the im-

pact of changes in input size to the following parameters: (1)
Each constituent λ’s memory footprint. (2) Each λ’s compute
time. (3) Intermediate data volume between any two commu-
nicating λs. (4) Fanout type and degree in every stage. The
word "online" denotes that our system is serving production
workloads, while the models are being trained. Notice that
the above parameters are not dependent on the data-passing
method. Hence, initially SONIC uses a default data-passing
policy (Remote-Storage) while it collects these DAG param-
eters for the first N runs of the job to train the models. N is
either the number of jobs needed to reach convergence (de-
fault) or explicitly set by the user. Next, SONIC trains a set
of prediction models that estimates the values of these DAG
parameters for new inputs. SONIC develops polynomial re-
gression models and splits the data collected into training and
validation sets, then performs 5-fold cross validation to find
the best model to avoid overfitting. We use polynomial regres-
sion models as they can learn from limited data points, are
lightweight, and are interpretable [11]. SONIC continuously
monitors the error rate for the prediction models during exe-
cution and if the error rate exceeds a user-defined threshold
(which can happen when the workload evolves), SONIC falls
back to the default policy and resumes online training.

We believe this form of online training, while having no

conceptual novelty, is a crucial factor for SONIC’s adoption
in production environments. In discussion with commercial
cloud providers, we have repeatedly sensed an anathema to
solutions that require offline training due to the concern that
one will constantly be taking the system offline to (re-)train
the models. However, if the system owner has ready access
to representative input traces, she can feed SONIC with these
representative traces offline to initialize the prediction models
and reduce the online training burden.

Further, SONIC measures the compute time for every λ un-
der two conditions: cold execution (i.e., a new VM/container
needs to be created) and hot execution (i.e., a warm
VM/container with pre-loaded models/dependencies already
exists). SONIC uses the difference between the two execution
times in deciding whether to queue λs on the same VM and
sacrifice parallelism (hot execute), or to execute the λs on
different VMs in parallel with the additional data-passing cost
(cold execution).

3.3 Minimizing End-to-End Execution Time
At the highest level, we estimate the execution time τ of a

stage Si as follows:
τ(Si) = DataPass(Si−1,Si)+Compute(Si) (1)

When VM-Storage is selected, all λs in a given stage are
forced to run on the same VM. If only one λ can run at a time,
the first λ incurs a cold execution time and all subsequent λs
experience hot executions. SONIC estimates τV M as follows:

τV M(Si) = 0+Cold(λi,1)+
K

∑
j=2

Hot(λi, j) (2)

Here we set DataPass(Si−1,Si) to zero since no additional
latency is incurred by VM-Storage passing. For simplicity,
we give here the upper bound, if all the λs are serialized. In
practice, we estimate based on batches that are serialized and
all λs within a batch can run concurrently. For Direct-Passing
and Remote-Storage, we take the nature of the fanout type
into account. For Direct-Passing, with Broadcast-type fanout,
the runtime is given by:

τDirect−B(Si) =
F×K

min(BW (V Mi−1),BW (V Mi))
+Cold(λi,1) (3)

Where F is the intermediate data size, K the fanout, and
BW (V Mi), the bandwidth of the VM type hosting λs in the
i-th stage. Notice that the bandwidth is limited by the slowest
of the sending and receiving VMs and that all execution times
are cold, yet only one execution is accounted for, since they all
run in parallel. For Scatter-type fanout, the equation becomes:

τDirect−S(Si) =
F/K

min(BW (V Mi−1)/K,BW (V Mi))
+Cold(λi,1)

=
F

BW (V Mi−1)
+Cold(λi,1) (4)

Notice that we assume data is balanced among the receiving
functions. In case of significant data skew, SONIC can opti-
mize the lambda-placement and data-passing options based
on the predicted max intermediate data size and max execution
time instead of the average. We give the equivalent equations
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for Remote-Storage in the Supplement (§ 8.3). Often cloud
providers overprovision network bandwidth [17], hence we
assume location of the source and destination VMs (intra-
vs. inter-rack) does not affect the network bandwidth. Also,
we find that the bandwidths are symmetric between VMs
for all VM types; however, for remote storage, writing was
faster than reading. Next, we show how we use the previous
equations for our optimization.

3.4 Online VM and Data-passing Selection
A major challenge to optimize the Perf/$ for the entire DAG

is to do local selections for each stage to achieve the global
optimum. This is challenging because of the dependency be-
tween decisions in consecutive stages. Consider Fig. 1 for ex-
ample: if we used VM-Storage passing between Split_Video
and Extract Frame, all the extracted frames will reside in a
single VM (the VM hosting Split_Video). Accordingly, se-
lecting VM-Storage between Extract Frame and Classify
Frame will force Classify Frame to execute serially since
that single VM does not have enough memory. However, if
we select Direct-Passing or Remote-Storage passing between
Split_Video and Extract Frame, every extracted frame
will now reside in a separate VM. Therefore, we can use
VM-Storage between Extract Frame and Classify Frame
without sacrificing parallelism, lowering the DAG’s execution
time. Thus, greedily optimized decisions for individual stages
can lead to sub-optimal global DAG performance.

To overcome this issue, we apply the Viterbi algorithm [23]
to find the globally optimized solution. SONIC uses a recursive
scoring algorithm to generate all possible lambda assignments
in every stage in the DAG based on the VM’s compute and
memory capacities, along with the λs’ predicted memory foot-
print. SONIC explores all possible λ-placement options under
the constraints of VM resources (CPU and memory primar-
ily) and selects the best data-passing method for every pair of
stages. Afterward, SONIC constructs a dynamic programming
table with all the generated solutions. Finally, SONIC applies
the Viterbi Algorithm to find the best sequence of options (i.e.,
the optimum Viterbi path) in the dynamic table. The selected
solution is the one with the best Perf/$ that also meets the user
bounds on execution time and $ budget. This approach relies
on the fact that the execution time up until stage i is equal to
the execution time to stage i−1 + data-passing time between
the two stages. This makes the Markovian assumption true
(next state depends only on the current state) and makes the
computation tractable. We describe the Viterbi algorithm in
detail in the Supplement (§ 8.1).

The runtime complexity of the algorithm is O(P2 × S),
where P is the number of feasible λ placements on VMs for a
given stage and S is the number of stages. P is upper bounded
by the degree of parallelism of the stage (e.g., AWS sets a limit
of 1,000) and in practice is much smaller considering many co-
locations on VMs are infeasible. The runtime increases with
the number of stages in the DAG, not the number of nodes

or edges or fanout degree. This is desirable as the number
of stages is small in practice, where a DAG of 8 stages is
considered long for current serverless applications [56]. This
reduction in complexity happens because SONIC applies the
same data-passing method to all the functions in a given
stage. We choose the Viterbi algorithm as it is guaranteed to
find the true maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution [23, 24]
unlike heuristic-based searching algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithms or Simulated Annealing.

3.5 Further Design Considerations
Fault tolerance. Most FaaS providers apply an automatic
retry mechanism upon execution failure (e.g., AWS Lambda,
Google Functions, and Azure Functions) to ensure that func-
tions are executed at-least-once. For this retry mechanism
to be successful, functions are required to be idempotent. To
achieve idempotence, SONIC’s file API assigns an ID to every
intermediate file in the DAG that is used by the function that
writes that file. Hence, a re-execution of this function simply
overwrites the files from the previous execution. However,
as highlighted in RAMP [10] and AFT [66], idempotence in
itself is not sufficient to achieve fault tolerance in serverless,
since it does not guarantee atomic visibility. The problem
happens when a sender λ generates only a subset of its out-
put files, and then fails, triggering an incomplete subset of
receiving λs, resulting in a corrupted state. Therefore, SONIC
applies the concept of atomic visibility by delaying the ex-
ecution of all receiving λs that belong to the same logical
request until all their input files are successfully written to
storage (either EBS in case of Local-VM or Direct-Passing, or
S3 in case of Remote-Storage). We show, in Figure 20 in the
Supplement, an example of this atomic visibility mechanism
applied to a sample DAG. Although this delaying mecha-
nism can potentially increase the E2E latency of the DAG,
our evaluation shows that this additional latency is negligible:
6.3% for MapReduce, 3.3% for Video-Analytics, and 0.5%
for LightGBM. All the SONIC results the evaluation are with
atomicity enabled. Optionally, users can disable the atomicity
of SONIC in cases where high fault tolerance is not required.
Scalability of SONIC. For purposes of scalability, SONIC is
made distributed through a simple design. It is essentially
a shared-nothing system where no state is shared across ap-
plication jobs. Therefore, when a new job arrives, SONIC’s
centralized component makes the decision whether to use an
existing instance (if it is not overloaded) or to spin up a new
instance to handle the new job. There is a central scoreboard
maintained to keep track of the number of jobs being handled
by each instance. The central component is lightweight in
terms of its computational load and state. However, should it
be necessary, this itself can be distributed through standard
state machine replication (SMR) strategies [47].

4 Implementation
We implement SONIC as a data-passing management layer

and we use OpenLambda as our serverless platform [36].
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OpenLambda is an open-source platform that relies on Linux
containers for isolation and orchestration [55]. We choose
OpenLambda for its flexibility—SONIC needs to control the
lambda placement and needs IP addresses and administrative
access to the hosting VMs. This level of control is infeasible
to achieve on AWS Lambda or any other commercial offering.
We implement SONIC in C# (482 LOC) and deploy it on
EC2 instances, providing the same isolation guarantees as
AWS Lambda across users [9]. In our setup of SONIC on
OpenLambda, we use one separate container for each function
(OpenLambda’s design), while one VM can host multiple
containers for the same application.

SONIC’s data manager consists of two parts: a central-
ized manager that stores IP addresses and file paths, and a
distributed manager, deployed in every VM, executing the
SONIC-optimized data-passing method. The distributed man-
ager also measures the actual DAG parameters during the
online phase and sends them to the online manager, which
updates the regression models in an incremental fashion.
Moreover, since the network bandwidth can vary over time,
we monitor it using Cloudwatch [16] (default of every 5
min). We use a weighted average of historic measures (as
is common [60, 69]) when estimating data-passing times.
Thus SONIC adjusts its decisions based on bandwidth fluctu-
ations. We use EBS storage as our storage for VM-Storage
and Direct-Passing methods. EC2 EBS-optimized instances
(e.g., our choice M5) have dedicated bandwidth for EBS I/O
(minimizes network contention with other traffic), and can be
rightsized for the predicted intermediate data volume.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Performance Metrics

We define our primary performance metric to be Perf/$.
Since we are minimizing end-to-end (E2E) execution time
(synonymous with latency), this is given by: 1

Latency(sec) ×
1

Price($) . We also use raw latency as a secondary metric, to
separate the $-cost normalization effect. For the first metric,
higher is better, and for the second, lower is better. If we just
refer to the metric as performance, we mean Perf/$. When we
want to refer to the secondary metric, we explicitly say (E2E)
execution time or latency.

The different data-passing methods considered by SONIC
vary in their billing cost, which is sensitive to the selected
configurations for each method. For example, one can make
VM-Storage faster by running the application on a VM with
a larger memory size and make Direct-Passing faster using
VMs with a higher network bandwidth. One can also make
Remote-Storage faster by using an in-memory storage sys-
tem such as Amazon ElastiCache Redis. Hence, our solution
should consider both latency and cost when selecting the best
data passing method. Consequently, we use the Perf/$ metric.
One concern may be that this degrades the raw performance
to an unacceptable level. This is handled in our design by
providing a lower acceptable bound on the performance met-

ric and SONIC will never make a selection that violates that
bound. We also empirically demonstrate that SONIC performs
comparably to the baselines in terms of raw performance, and
in many cases, outperforms the baselines (Figures 7, 8, 11, 12,
21). Finally, there is precedence of prior work in cloud opti-
mization using performance normalized by price [37, 45, 68].
SONIC’s VM-Storage and Direct-Passing methods add addi-
tional cost due to the extra local storage (e.g., EBS storage).
However, this additional price is comparable to that of remote
storage such as S3, and we include it in our evaluation.

5.2 Baselines and Methodology
We compare SONIC to the following baselines:

1. OpenLambda + S3 [36]: This is the OpenLambda frame-
work deployed on EC2 with S3 as its remote storage. A new
VM is created to host each λ in the DAG. The smallest VM
that has enough memory to execute the λ is selected.
2. OpenLambda + Pocket [42]: This is a variant of the
OpenLambda framework with Pocket (deployed in EC2) as
the remote storage. We use Pocket’s default storage tier
(DRAM) with r5.large instance types and vary the number
of nodes in Pocket for every application until we achieve the
best Perf/$. The DRAM storage strikes the balance between
performance and cost and provides the best Perf/$ (Table 4
in [42]). We include the price of the storage nodes only, ex-
cluding master and metadata nodes. We use EC2’s per-second
level pricing to calculate its $ cost.
3. SAND [2]: This baseline leverages data locality by al-
locating all lambda functions on a single host with rich re-
sources and performing data passing between chained func-
tions through a local message bus.
4. AWS-λ: The commercial FaaS platform using two differ-
ent remote storage systems: S3 and ElastiCache-Redis.
5. Oracle SONIC: This is SONIC with fully accurate estima-
tion of DAG parameters and no data-passing latency (mim-
icking local running of all functions). Although impractical,
this serves as an upper-bound on performance for any of the
three data-exchange techniques selected by SONIC.
Similar to prior OpenLambda evaluations [54], we deploy
OpenLambda (and SONIC) on AWS EC2 General Purpose
instances (m5.large, m5.xlarge, m5.2xlarge) for their balance
between CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. We use the
same EC2 family with SAND for fairness. m5 instances have
a network bandwidth of upto 10 Gbps, which we rely on for
both Direct-Passing and Remote-Storage. All costs follow
pricing by Amazon for 01/2021, N. California (Region).

5.3 Applications
We use three analytics applications popular as serverless

applications and that span the variety of DAG structures. We
do not include the third application from [42], distributed
compilation (cmake), since we determined (with authors’ in-
put) that significant engineering will be required to port it to
OpenLambda. Video Analytics: Fig. 1 shows the DAG for
the Video Analytics application. It performs object classifica-
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Video Analytics: SONIC vs Baselines (Memory-sized)
Perf/$ E2E_Run_Time
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LightGBM:  Sonic vs Baselines (Memory-sized)
Perf/$
E2E_Run_Time
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MapReduce-Sort: Sonic vs Baselines (Memory-sized)
Perf/$
E2E_Run_Time

+3.7X
+158%

-28%

+2.3X+189%
+2.6X

Figure 7: Performance of SONIC and the baselines for our three applications (memory-sized). Two performance metrics are shown: Perf/$ (bars; left axis)
and end-to-end execution time (lines; right axis). Relative improvements in Perf/$ due to SONIC are at the top of each bar for the corresponding baseline.
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Video Analytics: Sonic vs Baselines (Latency-optimized)
Perf/$ E2E_Run_Time
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+36% +59%
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LightGBM:  Sonic vs Baselines (Latency-Optimized)
Perf/$
E2E_Run_Time
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MapReduce-Sort: Sonic vs Baselines (Latency-Optimized)

Perf/$

E2E_Run_Time

+2.8X
+158%

-28%

+2.3X
+183%+188%

Figure 8: Performance of SONIC and the baselines for our three applications with the latency-optimized configuration.

tion for frames in a given video. It starts with a lambda that
splits the input video into chunks of fixed length (10 sec in
our case). Then, a second lambda is called for every chunk
to extract a representative frame. Next, a third lambda uses
a pre-trained deep learning model (MXNET [52]) to classify
the extracted frame. It outputs a probability distribution across
1,000 classes over which MXNET is trained. Finally, all the
classification results are written to long-term storage.
LightGBM: This application trains decision trees, combining
them to form a random forest predictor. (DAG for LightGBM
in Supplement (Fig. 14); LightGBM Python library used for
decision tree training [44]). First, a λ reads the training exam-
ples and performs PCA. Second, a user-specified number of
λs train the decision trees in parallel (every λ randomly selects
90% for training, 10% for validation). A third λ collects and
combines the trained models; then tests the combined model
on held-out test data. Handwritten images’ databases: NIST
(800K images); MNIST (60K images) used as inputs [19,31].
MapReduce Sort: This application implements MapReduce
sort with serverless functions. (DAG for MapReduce Sort in
Supplement (Fig. 15)). In the first stage, K parallel lambdas
(i.e., mappers; K = user parameter) fetch the input file from
a remote data store (e.g., S3) and then generate the interme-
diate files. Next, K parallel lambdas (i.e., reducers) sort the
intermediate files and write their sorted output back to storage.

5.4 End-to-End Evaluation
We compare the E2E Perf/$ and latency of SONIC vs. other

baselines for our three applications. For Video Analytics, we
use a video of length 3 min and size of 15MB, which generates
a fanout degree of 19 (we vary the video size in § 5.6.1). For
LightGBM, we use an input size of 200MB and fanout degree
of 6, generating a random forest of 6 trees (we vary the input
size in § 5.5.2). For MapReduce Sort, we use an input size
of 1.5GB and a fanout degree of 30. All the results of SONIC
include its overheads [11ms for the DAG parameter inference
phase; 120ms for the Viterbi optimization phase]. We perform

online profiling and training with 35 jobs. By 35 jobs, we
reach convergence for all predictions for all applications with
a low average Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) ≤
15% (result plots in the Supplement, Figures 16 and 17).
Memory configurations. SONIC infers memory require-
ments automatically from online profiling. Here, we describe
how we select the memory allocation for each baseline. AWS
Lambda and other serverless offerings scale compute re-
sources relative to a user-specified memory allocation. We
run the baselines under two different configurations, which
we call "Memory-sized" and "Latency-optimized". These are
respectively shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the memory-sized
configuration, we give each lambda just enough memory that
it needs to execute. We determine each λ’s memory require-
ment by measuring the actual memory used when executing
the DAG once with all λs using the maximum memory limit
(3GB for AWS-λ). For the latency-optimized configuration,
we progressively increase the memory allocation as long as
a reduction in latency is observed. We report the results for
the run with the lowest latency. For OpenLambda, we use
SONIC’s memory footprint predictor to select the cheapest
VM that fits each lambda.

We draw several conclusions from these end-to-end ex-
periments. First, although AWS-λ allows users to rightsize
the allocated memory for their applications, it does not al-
ways lead to the best Perf/$ or latency. For example, with
Video Analytics and memory-sized configuration, SONIC
achieves 442% and 12.9× better Perf/$ over AWS-λ with S3
and ElastiCache-Redis respectively. However, with (memory)
over-provisioning, the latency-optimized configuration im-
proves AWS-λ performance significantly, reducing the gains
of SONIC to 76% and 36% with S3 and ElastiCache-Redis
respectively (similar observation is shown w.r.t. raw latency).
The reason is that AWS-λ allocates all other resources (e.g.,
CPU capacity, network bandwidth, etc.) proportionally to the
selected memory requirement [3]. Therefore, as the allocated
memory is increased, the latency decreases and the cost also
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increases. But the latency decreases faster than the cost in-
creases, thus Perf/$ increases. However, beyond a certain
point of over-provisioning, the latency does not decrease fur-
ther, and thus the Perf/$ begins to decrease.

For LightGBM and MapReduce Sort applications, we do
not see a significant improvement in Perf/$ for AWS-λ base-
lines with the latency-optimized configuration, since the mem-
ory footprint of these applications is close to the 3GB limit
to begin with leaving very little room for over-provisioning.
For AWS-λ, using ElastiCache-Redis as the remote stor-
age achieves 18% lower latency than using S3. However,
ElastiCache-Redis increases the cost significantly, causing a
reduction of Perf/$.

Compared to SAND, SONIC achieves 187% better Perf/$
with 2× lower latency in the memory-sized case for Video
Analytics application. The gain increases to 5.6× and 3.7×
for LightGBM and MapReduce Sort applications respectively.
This is again due to the higher memory footprints of these
two applications compared to Video Analytics. This reduces
SAND’s ability to run more λs in parallel and forces a high
degree of serialization. This explains the spike in latency for
SAND in both applications.

Compared to OpenLambda, SONIC achieves 34% and 59%
improvement in Perf/$ with S3 and Pocket respectively for
Video Analytics. The performance with Pocket suffers com-
pared to vanilla OpenLambda (i.e., with S3) due to Pocket’s
higher-cost storage (e.g., r5.large) without proportional ben-
efit. Note that for OpenLambda, its performance turns out
to be identical for the memory-sized and latency-optimized
configurations as increasing the memory beyond SONIC’s
predicted values for each function gives no latency bene-
fit. SONIC’s gains over OpenLambda are higher for Light-
GBM and MapReduce Sort as these two have higher inter-
mediate data volumes and SONIC significantly reduces data-
passing times. Finally, Oracle-SONIC outperforms SONIC,
as expected, but not hugely — within 19%-28% across all
applications. Recall that Oracle-SONIC has perfectly accurate
predictors and assumes no data passing latency.

5.5 Scalability
Here, we evaluate SONIC’s ability to scale to concurrent

invocations of a mix of the applications and larger data sizes.
5.5.1 Varying Degree of Concurrency

We compare SONIC to SAND and OpenLambda+S3 serv-
ing a mixture workload of our three applications, with equal
portions of invocations (jobs) per application. We use a cluster
of 52 VMs of type M5.large with 2 compute cores per VM.
We select SAND as it always prefers to keep data local, while
OpenLambda+S3 always uses Remote-Storage data passing.
OpenLambda+S3 is also the closest baseline to SONIC in
terms of performance (Fig. 7 and 8). We vary the level of
concurrent invocations from 15 (5 per app) to 60 (20 per app).
With 60 concurrent app invocations, the cluster executes a
total of 480 functions in parallel and all compute cores are

Figure 9: Scalability of SONIC, OpenLambda+S3, and SAND with equal
portions of our three apps running concurrently. SONIC maintains its
improvement over the entire scale, in both Perf/$/job and raw latency.

fully utilized (except for SAND). We show the Perf/$/job and
E2E runtime for every app in Figure 93. We notice that the
gain of SONIC over both baselines is consistent across the dif-
ferent degrees of concurrency, which shows SONIC’s ability
to seamlessly scale with the number of concurrent invocations.
It is of course not surprising that the VM infrastructure scales
up — the question was would SONIC scale up as well. This
experiment answers that question in the affirmative (within
the scales of the experiment), for SONIC as well as for the two
baselines. This is expected from the design of SONIC where
most of its components are stateless and different instances are
spun up to handle more input jobs (Section 3.5). Since SAND
schedules the entire job to execute on a single VM, it cannot
utilize all the compute cores and hence suffers from very high
latency. In contrast, OpenLambda uses Remote-Storage pass-
ing between functions, which allows scheduling functions on
different VMs and utilizing the available compute resources.
SONIC’s hybrid approach achieves both lower E2E execu-
tion time along with high resource utilization, and therefore,
achieves better Perf/$ and raw latency than all baselines.
5.5.2 Varying Intermediate Data Size

In Fig. 10, we show the impact of changing the intermedi-
ate data size on SONIC’s performance vis-à-vis two baselines.
SONIC achieves lower E2E latency and higher Perf/$ across
all input sizes by predicting the corresponding DAG parame-
ters and selecting the best co-location of lambdas and data-
passing methods. Second, the normalized Perf/$ of SONIC
and OpenLambda+S3 increases with higher input sizes. The
reason is that the compute:data-passing time ratio for this
application increases with higher input sizes. This, in turn,
is because the data-passing time increases linearly with the
input size, whereas its computation time grows faster than
linear (PCA has quadratic compute complexity [70] and it
dominates the total computation time). Recall that the Oracle

3We normalize by the number of jobs because naturally the total cost in-
creases with the number of jobs completed and the normalization brings out
the important trend that the metric is flat across the scales, implying perfect
scalability.
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assumes no data-passing latency but it counts computation
time. Accordingly, the higher the compute:data-passing time
ratio, the lower the gap between Oracle and the baselines
(except SAND that has no data-passing component).

5.6 Microbenchmarks
Here we evaluate SONIC’s sensitivity to input content de-

pendency, prediction noise, and varying cold-start times. We
also show SONIC’s gains over all baselines under network
bandwidth fluctuations and co-location constraints in the Sup-
plement (§ 8.6.2 & § 8.6.1 respectively).
5.6.1 Sensitivity to Input Content

SONIC uses only the input size information, as opposed
to content awareness, to predict DAG parameters for a new
job4. For example, for Video Analytics (Fig. 1) some of the
parameters like the intermediate data size are sensitive to the
video size (bytes), which depends on video bitrate specifica-
tion. We want to examine how SONIC’s performance would
be impacted on test videos different from training. In Fig. 11,
we show the performance gain for three variants of SONIC,
testing on a 396-sec video from the Sports category. First,
we train SONIC on 60 videos from the same Sports category,
which shows the best performance among the 3 variants. Sec-
ond, we show SONIC’s performance with training videos from
5 different categories (60 in all, split equally), which shows an
8% performance reduction vis-à-vis the first. The third variant
is trained with 60 videos from the News category, which has
a 25% lower bitrate than the Sports category on average. This
difference in categories causes a further performance reduc-
tion by 19% due to the error in predicting the fanout degree
(40%) and intermediate data size between the Split_Video
and Extract_Frame functions (21%). All three variants still
show a significant gain over SAND and OpenLambda base-
lines. As expected, the higher the difference in critical features
of the training and testing data (that can impact the DAG’s
parameters), the lower is SONIC’s performance. Critical fea-
tures are those that affect the compute time or the data passing
volume, e.g., video bitrate. One solution to this limitation is
to cluster the jobs based on the critical features and train a
separate prediction model for each cluster.
5.6.2 Tolerance to Prediction Noise

We examine SONIC’s sensitivity to prediction noise. We
use the MapReduce Sort application with 30 each of map
and reduce functions and apply varying levels of synthetic
noise to our memory footprint predictions. We show the im-
pacts of over-predicting (i.e., the predicted memory footprint
is higher than the actual), and under-predicting in Fig. 12. For
calibration, the natural error of SONIC in prediction of mem-
ory parameters is 7%. We draw several conclusions. First,
error levels of less than ±20% have little impact since with
low levels of noise, the (categorical) decisions by SONIC

4Although this hurts SONIC’s prediction accuracy for content-dependent
DAGs, it allows generalizing without application-specific processing. Fur-
ther, public cloud providers often are not allowed to look into client data.

for lambda-placement and data-passing are unchanged. Sec-
ond, under-predicting (the bars with -ve errors) has lesser im-
pact on SONIC than over-predicting. Under-predicting causes
SONIC to allocate fewer VMs (1 VM per 3 lambdas in this ex-
periment) than without synthetic noise (1 VM per 2 lambdas).
This causes the execution of only two lambdas in parallel
while queuing the third lambda, increasing the job’s E2E exe-
cution time. On the other hand, over-estimation of the memory
causes SONIC to allocate more VMs than what the job actu-
ally needs (1 VM per lambda). The increase in latency with
under-prediction is partly compensated for by the reduction
in the $ cost, while with over-prediction, the increase in the $
cost dominates over the reduction in latency.

5.6.3 Varying Cold-Start Overheads
In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of varying

cold:hot execution times. We use a synthetic application
of one stage containing 10 parallel functions and vary the
function’s startup:steady state compute ratios. We compare
SONIC to two static baselines, SAND and OpenLambda+S3,
in Fig. 13. SAND always prefers data locality and hot execu-
tion over parallelism. We notice that this approach is benefi-
cial for lambdas that have a gap of 5× or more between cold
and hot execution times. However, this solution is counter-
productive when the gap between cold and hot executions is
lower, unnecessarily forcing lambdas to run sequentially. The
exact opposite happens with OpenLambda — it is competi-
tive with SONIC for cold to hot execution ratios of 2× or less
but suffers increasingly as the ratios become higher as it al-
ways incurs cold-start costs. SONIC achieves close-to-optimal
performance across the entire range of cold-to-hot execution
ratios due to its ability to estimate the execution times under
cold and hot executions and to select the best lambda place-
ment and data-passing approach dynamically. In practice, we
find that the ratio varies in the range [1,3.6] (highest for Video
Analytics’ Classify frame due to a heavy NN model); prior
work has shown that the ratio can be as high as 9.6× (Fig-
ure 21 in [54]). We also evaluate SONIC with varying fanout
and ratios of compute time to total execution time (=compute
time+data-passing time). We show SONIC’s gains over SAND
and OpenLambda+S3 in Supplement (§ 8.6.3). SONIC’s gain
over OpenLambda is more significant at lower compute ratios
as data exchange dominates, while it is more significant over
SAND at higher fanouts (data locality hurts parallelism).

6 Related Work
Data-passing in serverless environments: We are not the
first to identify data-passing latency as a key challenge for
chained lambda execution [14,15,35,36,72]. Pocket [42] and
Locus [56] implement multi-tier remote storage solutions to
improve the performance and cost-efficiency of ephemeral
data sharing in serverless jobs. SONIC can leverage these
remote storage systems (e.g., we have evaluated SONIC with
Pocket) while automatically optimizing data-passing perfor-
mance with VM-Storage (as in SAND [2]) and Direct-Passing
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used in training the Random-Forest model.
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methods, which minimize data copying. Pocket also requires
hints from the user about parameters of the DAG, which we
infer using our modeling approach.

Prior systems have shown that serverless functions can com-
municate directly using NAT (network address translation)-
traversal techniques. ExCamera [27] uses a rendezvous server
and a fleet of long-lived ephemeral workers to enable direct
communication. However, it needs both endpoint lambdas to
be executing at the time of the data transfer, which SONIC
does not. gg [26] is a framework for burst-parallel applications
that supports multiple intermediate data storage engines, in-
cluding direct communication between lambdas, which users
can choose from. In contrast, SONIC abstracts and adaptively
selects the optimal data-passing mechanism.

The need for processing state within serverless frameworks
is being increasingly recognized [12, 49, 56, 63], e.g., for fine-
grained state sharing or coordination among processes in
ML workflows. This trend will emphasize the importance of
efficient data passing among functions like SONIC provides.
Cloudburst proposes using a cache on each lambda-hosting
VM for fast retrieval of frequently accessed data in a remote
key-value store [67], adding a modicum of statefulness to
serverless workflows. SONIC does not cache data, but still
exploits data locality with its lambda placement.
Efficiency of serverless executions. There is flourishing
work to make serverless executions more efficient. One
strategy optimizes cold-start latencies, which will influence
SONIC’s function placement decisions as in § 5.6.3 (e.g.,
SOCK [54], SEUSS [13], and Firecracker [1].) Another strat-
egy optimizes in the isolation vs. agility spectrum (e.g., Fire-
cracker [1], MVE [20] (supporting hugely concurrent services
as in popular games), Spock [33], and Fifer [32] (hybrids of
serverless and other cloud technologies for microservices)).
The data-passing selection in these works can benefit from
SONIC. Costless [21] optimizes lambda fusion and placement,

reducing the number of state transitions. This contribution is
orthogonal and beneficial to SONIC.
Cluster computing frameworks: Many distributed comput-
ing frameworks, such as Spark [71], Dryad [38], CIEL [51],
and Decima [46] use DAGs of jobs to schedule tasks. With
some engineering effort, SONIC can be used to support the
data passing on these DAGs. However, SONIC stays close to
the spirit of serverless in that it requires a minimal number of
user hints or configuration options. In § 8.6 [Supplement],
we contrast with Spark’s data-execution co-location decision.

7 Conclusion
For cost-optimal performance of analytics jobs on server-

less platforms, it is crucial to minimize the data-passing time
between chained lambdas. The selection of the best data-
passing method depends on parameters mapped to input sizes
and user requirements, such as degree of parallelism and la-
tency requirements. We present SONIC that solves this issue
by jointly optimizing the lambda placement and the inter-
lambda data exchange. SONIC performs online profiling to
determine the relation between the application’s input size
and its DAG parameters. This is followed by a global op-
timization performed using an online Viterbi algorithm, to
minimize the application’s end-to-end latency normalized
by cost. SONIC achieves lower ($ cost-normalized) latency
against all baselines for three popular serverless applications,
both for memory-sized and latency-optimized configurations.
We draw some key insights about serverless data passing
from our work. First, SONIC’s ability to dynamically select
the data-passing method for each edge in the application DAG
significantly improves the performance vis-à-vis prior work,
which relies on static data-passing methods—either always
local (e.g., SAND) (VM-Storage in SONIC’s parlance) or al-
ways remote storage (e.g., AWS-λ or OpenLambda, with S3
or Pocket). Second, SONIC’s ability to use the DAG’s input
size to predict the execution parameters is crucial to dynam-
ically select the optimal data-exchange method and lambda
placement. Third, one needs to perform joint optimization of
the lambda placement and the data-passing method by con-
sidering multiple factors, of which the following turn out to
be crucial—data locality vs. parallelism, cold vs. hot execu-
tions, and identifying fanout type (scatter or broadcast) and
degree. In ongoing work, we are designing SONIC to han-
dle conditional control flows in the application DAG through
content-aware prediction.
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